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AlephAPI develops website for signing nomination papers safely at home; responds 
to partisan attacks.  

MADISON, Wisconsin - May 7, 2020 - The Covid-19 pandemic has created an extremely challenging 
environment for Wisconsin candidates circulating nomination papers to obtain ballot access. AlephAPI 
has developed a web based tool that helps Wisconsin voters sign nomination papers safely at home. 
Voters can search for candidates running to represent them, and print, sign, and mail completed 
nomination papers to candidates of their choice. Our client, the nonpartisan organization Our Wisconsin 
Revolution, is providing the tool on their website as a free service to all Wisconsin Voters 
https://nominationpapers.ourwisconsinrev.com. Over a thousand voters have already utilized the site and 
hundreds of candidate's nomination papers are available. The Wisconsin Election Commission is aware 
of and has reviewed the site, finding that our form's format is accurate. Additional candidates, some of 
whom were hesitant to run for office due to concerns about collecting enough nomination signatures, are 
being added to the site.  

Unfortunately, this tool, meant to allow ALL Wisconsin voters to participate safely in the democratic 
process, has been met by some with a noticeably partisan rebuke. OWR, AlephAPI and we personally 
have been publicly attacked and inaccurately disparaged as unresponsive to candidate and voters 
requests by a handful of individuals who are motivated by self-promotion and political gain at all costs. 
Their complaint is that we have included candidates from all political parties including Democrats, 
Independents and Republicans. They feel that it is wrong to let Wisconsinites choose for themselves who 
to support, and they insist that we purge candidates from all but one political party. We disagree, and 
stand by our decision to create and support a tool that promotes participation in our democratic process 
as well as public safety for all Wisconsin voters. We ask that the Democratic Party of Wisconsin join us in 
asking this handful of individuals who claim to fly their banner to refrain from further attacks on our 
company, our customer and on ourselves. In this unprecedented time, we must all work together to 
sustain the health of our people and of our democratic process.  

For questions, please contact: 
Robert Harlow - (608) 669-2156 - Robert.Harlow@alephapi.com 
Terrance Warthen - (262) 705-2452 - Terrance.Warthen@alephapi.com 
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